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Abstract. Every strategic planning requires enough information regarding the subject and the appropriate knowledge 
of making use of that information. Nowadays the technique of data mining is recognized in the highly developed 
countries as a principle way for knowledge discovering on the basis of the data accumulated through several years. The 
need for applying this technique is more remarkable in such companies as airline agencies (because of having low 
interest and need to be subsidized by the government) than the other ones. The aim of this paper is to extract the 
existing knowledge as well as the behavior model between an Iranian airline company and the ticketing agencies as its 
obverse of contracts, using methods of business intelligence, in order to optimizing the relationship between them and 
producing further and stronger motivations among personals of ticket seller agencies and encourage them to operate 
tours.  
     The common way of paying commission to the ticketing agencies by the airline companies is to pay a fix percent of 
the price of the ticket, irrespective of how many tickets each agency has sold. The authors of the present article suggest 
a new method of paying commission: dispensing a variable coefficient according to the amount of selling the tickets. 
Interesting to note, in this new method, the sum of commission paid would be finally equal with the whole amount paid 
in the current method, but the further attempt an agency makes to sell the tickets, the further percent of the price of the 
ticket it would takes for itself. Considering the variable nature of aforementioned coefficient, this method of paying can 
be called the dynamic method.  
     Being different in population, number of flight, number of ticketing offices and the sum of tickets sold, cities are 
primarily divided into four groups by applying the clustering method with the data existing in the system of ticket selling 
through five recent years. Then, in every group including cities with similar conditions, we will separately obtain to the 
knowledge of the behavior patterns of agencies in selling tickets according to the index of each agency, five years of 
selling, twelve months in every solar year, the percent of selling tickets by each agency per month in proportion to 
whole selling of the same group and the maximum of ticket reservation at every time of selling by each agency per 
month. Having studied these behavior patterns, we will finally suggest a new dynamic model in the way of paying the 
commission to the agencies. By comparing the obtained consequences of the knowledge acquired in every different kind 
of clustering and classification methods5, it is possible to prepare an optimum model of knowledge discovering from 
every sort of these data (which is the same in all countries because of using a same standard frame) for the system of 
selling ticket of airline companies for countries all over the world.        
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1. Introduction  
by Computer technology acquisition and using of database systems in many ways, In many of countries in last decades, 
a lot of information in different sections whether   Industrial or social service and government or private sections  has 
saved in data ware houses. This information can be a valuable source for knowledge discovery.  This knowledge helps 
organization elevation , particularly in making competitive advantages for organization in target markets. In orientation 
of this purpose we start research on an Iranian airline ticketing reservation. Generally aviation systems consist huge 
chain of various suppliers (among airplane producer companies, spare accessory producers, services companies, fuel 
producer companies, airport companies, airplane companies, ticketing agents, and end users). But in this paper we zoom 
on B2B ring between airplane companies and ticketing agencies. reservation system in  this company whose under our 
research, include last 6 years information. This database consist many fields same as passenger information( name, sex, 
address, and tel. no.), number of tickets purchased, source and destination, flight No., ticketing office code, ticket 
cancellation status, and etc. in an traditional procedure, the airplane companies are paying commission in static way.( a 
regular percent of tickets fee). We think this method of commission paying is not help to making motivation between 
agencies for rising efficiency, efficient supply chain management, and CRM6 improvement.  So reviewing this method 
to  making dynamic method to reaching  competition advantages in comparison  with the other competitor by using 
hidden  knowledge in reservation data base, is seems necessary.  

     In the way of knowledge discovery, attention to this items by using different data mining techniques, such as 
clustering, and classification are proposed: 

- The count of sold tickets in any agencies in generally. 

- The count of sold tickets in any agencies in yearly and monthly periods. 

- The count of sold tickets in any ticketing area. 

- The count of sold tickets in any agencies I any ticketing area in  yearly and monthly periods. 

    After relation and knowledge discovery in this huge database, the airline commercial section can present new 
dynamic method for commission paying to agencies for reaching to this objects: 

- making advance programming in one layer of SCM, consist of airplane company and ticketing agencies. 

- Making competition atmosphere in ticketing agencies for selling this airline tickets. 

- Making collaboration motivation for new entrance agencies to this market. 

- Making better atmosphere for setting modern CRM in agencies to increasing the ticket selling. 

- Making better atmosphere for seat chartering and tour operating by ticketing agencies. 

    And the object of this research is presenting the new hybrid models for data mining in any airplane reservation 
systems that likes to reach objects same to this paper objects in each countries. 

 

 

2. Problem statements and research objects     
The airplane companies in many countries seems with low income and in many times needy to governmental soubcide . 
this situation daily is going to worse, cos of increasing fuel price, maintenance price, and etc. so these companies try to 
decreasing  the expense and presenting newer and better services. Maybe until last years, the ticketing agencies have not 
important roles in this market, but we think now cos of intense competition  among airplane companies, they are 
playing basic roles. So presenting new attraction packages to them are so important. 

     One of these attraction offers is presenting new dynamic commission paying on the base of count of tickets sold in 
agencies and number of tickets booked in each reservation( group booking. 

     Now this company is paying 5 percent of ticket prices in domestic flight, and 9 percent of ticket prices in ongoing 
flight for commission to agencies. Execution of new dynamic commissioning is important factor for making attraction 
among ticketing agencies for rising investment on selling of this company tickets. This help to full the empty seats on 
many flights and increasing number of flights in some routes. 

     For reaching to these targets, we should answer to these questions:  

- Are the agencies in special date in aspect of selling ticket have special behavior models. 

- Are the agencies  locality situations making the special selling behavior models. 
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- Are the count of tickets booked  in each reservations has role in cities segmentation. 
- Are the count of tickets booked  in each reservations has role in agencies segmentation. 

 
3. Research methods 
The reservation data are saving in many tables in DB2 data bases that data patterns are unknown for our. We convert it 
to SQL database format, that is useable for our project in data mining software. 
     This paper act in two main steps: 

a. cities behavior modeling  
b. agencies behavior modeling  in each groups of same cities. 

 
3.1. Data preparation for cities behavior modeling  
 
The data ware house  include amount to 14 millions records . each record consist of many fields and each fields consist 
of many subfields. Each record  is dedicate  to one ticketing process by a customer.. that can include one or many 
passengers. 8 fields is useable for this research that present in Tab.3.1 
 

Tab3.1 Input data 
Type Field 

NUMERIC CODE 
STRING OFFICE_NUM 

NUMERIC NUM_OF_PASSENGER 
NUMERIC AGENT_NUM 

DATE DATE 
STRING FLIGHT_NUM 
STRING ROUTE 

 
     Likewise by researched we understood  that 44 cities in Iran consist of offices for selling this company flights 
ticket. The name and uni code of those present in Tab3.2. 
 

Tab. 3.2 Ticketing cities and theirs code 
City Name City Code City Name City Code City Name City Code 

Tehran THR Rasht RAS Rafsanjan RJN 
Ardabil ADU Zahedan ZAH Khoy KHY 
Aَbadan ABD Sari SRY Qazvin GZW 

Uromieh OMH Shahr-e-Kord CQD Sanandadj SDG 
Isfahan IFN Shiraz SYZ Qum QUM 
Ahwaz AWZ Ramsar RZR Bojnurd BJB 

Bandar-e-abbas BND Asaluyeh YEH Mahshahr MRX 
Bandar-e-lengeh BDH Qeshm GSM Maraghe ACP 

Bushehr BUZ Kerman KER Sirjan SYJ 
Birjand XBJ Kermanshah KSH Gorgan GBT 
Tabriz TBZ Kish KIH Imam Khomeyni IKA 

Mashhad MHD Lar LRR Yasouj YES 
Yazd AZD Zabol ACZ Iranshhar IHR 

Chabahar ZBR Zanjan JWN Ilam ILL 
Khoramabad KHD Sabzevar AFZ   

 
 
    By using the data in Tab. 3.1, and using some procedure same as Derive, Select, Aggregate, and merge, the  
necessary fields for next step that is clustering to purpose of  segmentation of 44 cities to 4 segment, that each  cities 
of each segment has same behavior to others cities, is extracting. These fields present in tab3.3. 
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Tab. 3.3 Fields name and types  for cities clustering   
Fّield Type 

City SET 
Number of ticketing offices in each cities RANGE 

Number of Flights in each cities RANGE 
Number of agents in each cities RANGE 

Number of passengers in each cities RANGE 
Population of each cities SET 

 
3.2.  Cities behavior modeling  
In this step by using K-Means clustering modeling and data in Tab. 3.3 , the modeling is executing, and then the 
clustering results is sending  to C&RT classifier model  for rule induction. The result of rule induction represent in 
Tab. 3.4 
 

Tab. 3.4  The result of cities behavior clustering  
Cluster Cities code 
1 ABD, ADU, AZD, BDH, BND, BUZ, CQD, GBT, GSM, ILL, IKA,KER, KHD, KIH, 

KSH, OMH, RAS, SRY, TBZ, XBJ, ZAH, ZBR, LRR, SDG, YEH 
2 THR 
3 RJN, QUM, ACP, ACZ, AFZ, BJB, GZW, IHR, JWN, KHY, MRX, RZR, SYJ, YES 
4 SYZ, AWZ, IFN, MHD 

 
 
 
 

3.3. Data preparation for ticketing agencies  behavior modeling in each cities segment  
By using the data in Tab. 3.1, and using some procedure same as Derive, Select, Aggregate, and merge, the  
necessary fields for next step that is clustering to purpose of  discovery ticketing agencies behavior in each groups of 
cities (4 groups) ,is extracting. These fields present in tab3.5. 
 

Tab. 3.5 Fields for discovery ticketing agencies behavior in each groups of cities  
 نوع فيلد

Ticketing agencies code 7SET 
Sum of the sold tickets in each agencies per months 8RANGE 

Sum of the sold tickets in each segments per months 9  RANGE 
Sum of the agents in each segments 10  RANGE 

Maximum passenger in each tickets sold in each agencies per months 11RANGE 
Maximum passenger in each tickets sold in each segment per months 12 RANGE 

Year 13RANGE 
Month 14RANGE 

Proportion of each agencies tickets sold per months 15RANGE 
 
3.4.  Ticketing agencies  behavior modeling in each cities segments 
In this step by using K-Means, Kohonen, and TwoStep clustering modeling and data in Tab. 3.5 , the modeling is 
executing, and then the clustering results is sending  to C&RT classifier model  for rule induction. The results of rule 
induction represent that 2 clustering modeling (K-Means and Kohonen) are not useable for clustering of these data, 
cos the rules inducted by those are based on year and months, that are not compatible by this research objects. But 
the results of TwoStep modeling are suitable. The result of TwoStep clustering and rule induction by C&RT 
classifier  in 4 cities groups presents in Tab. 3.6. 

                                                 
7 CITY_OFFICE_NUM  
8 NUM_OF_PASSENGER_SUM  
9 NUM_OF_PASSENGER_SUM_MONTHS  
10 AGENT_COUNT  
11 NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX  
12 NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX_MONTHS  
13 YEAR  
14 MONTH  
15 OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS  
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Tab. 3.6 Agencies behavior models in each cities segments  

Cities SegmentAgencies Clusters Rules Inducted Records 
 Counts 

Passengers 
Counts 

1st Cluster OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS) <=(0,010  OR
NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX) <=23( 

2,833 4,577,827 

2nd Cluster <=0,009 OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS <=0,005 1,242 951,981 

 
1st  cities group  

3rd Cluster <=0,004 OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS 3,710 843,584 
1st Cluster OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS < =0,003 4.272 2,465,124 
2nd Cluster   <=0,003 OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS  <=0,0027.767 4,850,713 

 
2nd  cities group 

3rd Cluster <=0,001   OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS 10,139 4,577,827 
3rd  cities group No Important Rule Inducted   

1st Cluster <=0,002   OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS 3,611 417,660 
2nd Cluster OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS   <=0,005 < =0,0033,339 1,464,655 

 
4th  cities group

3rd Cluster <  OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS= 0,006 3,731 4,104,435 
 
3.5. New dynamic commission calculating methods proposal for 4 cities groups  
In this section for  summarization only proposed New dynamic commission calculating methods for 1st cities groups. 
The other groups can be research same as it. 
 
3.5. 1. New dynamic commission calculating methods proposal for 1st  cities group 
In this group we suggest that combine 1st and 2nd clusters passengers counts,  that sum of those equal with 1,795,565 
passengers. According to next equation , the count of sold tickets  in 3rd cluster is 2.5 as many as the others. 
4,577,827 / 1,795,565 = 2,5 
So the airline company can divide domestic flights commission (5 percent) and foreign flights commission (9 
percent) to new methods: 
 

a. in domestics flights 
- if  (OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS < 0,010)  then  (commission = 3,75 percent of tickets price). 
- if  (OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS > 0,010  or  NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX>=32)  then  (commission = 5.5 

percent of tickets price). 
 
b. in foreign flights 
- if  (OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS < 0,010)  then  (commission = 7,75 percent of tickets price) 
- if  (OFFICE_SOLD_PER_MONTHS > 0,010  or  NUM_OF_PASSENGER_MAX>=32)  then  (commission = 9.5 

percent of tickets price). 
 

3.6. Hybrid data mining model for discovery new commission calculation methods in airplane companies  
In attention that many airplane companies in countries are using the system reservation same as the reservation  
system in this paper (that proposed by SITA), so we can suggest new hybrid data mining model for discovery new 
commission calculation methods in the other airplane companies in all of countries. this hybrid model presents in 
Fig.3.1. 
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Fig.3.1. Hybrid data mining model 
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4. Conclusion   
In this paper at first we investigated in ticketing reservation data ware house for presenting   New dynamic commission 
calculating methods, that helps to Improving collaboration among an airplane company and ticketing agencies . and the 
final we suggest a  hybrid data mining framework  for discovering  new commission calculation methods in airplane 
companies in the others countries. 
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